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As expected, the Bulls pushed the S&P500 into the SPX2437-2452 target zone for either a c-wave or 3rd wave. Given 

this is a Bull market, and almost all our systems are on a Buy we give the benefit of the doubt to the Bulls: 20% vs 

80%; respectively. Figure1A shows the one-minute chart with a failed flat minor-4 at SPX2413 and minute-iii now 

underway. Ideal target SPX2452. Figure 1B shows the hourly chart, where minor-4 bottomed at SPX2408 and micro-

3 of minute-iii is now underway to ideally SPX2462. In this case SPX2452 will only be micro-3 and micro-4 should 

drop to SPX2442ish before micro-5 targets SPX2462ish. Note price now also broke out from the SPX2440-2419 noise 

zone; re-tested the breakout today and then moved higher: classic. 

Figure 1. SPX 1-min and 60-min charts. Bull counts preferred. Counting abc’s up in a Bull is often a losing preposition. 
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Yesterdy’s non-ideal A.I. buy signal on the S&P500 got confirmed today; and was of course already confirmed on the 

NDX on Monday. All TIs are now pointing back up, wanting to see higher prices. The MACD is now close to giving a 

buy-crossover as well. Price jumped not only back over the 20d SMA, but is now back above the 5d SMA to 200d 

SMA. Nothing bearish there in other words. As such I only show the Bullish minor-1, 2, 3, 4, (and now in minor-) 5 

count. The Bears now have to proof differently. Most likely the market is now on its way to the ideal SPX2485-2500 

target zone for all of major-3. Frankly I am very happy I voided the OEW-top call from last Thursday in this PAST 

weekend’s update as it would have misled us otherwise once again. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: None-ideal A.I. Buy Signal confirmed. All systems pointing up: higher prices expected. 
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The McClellan Oscillator based Summation Index for the S&P500 (SPX-SI) remains on a sell, but turned back up as 

breadth (SPX-MO) ended in the green at +11 today: the first time since the SPX2454 high and thus a significant 

development. Note the SPXSI may very well not give a buy-signal as price is now in the final 5th wave and can thereby 

prevent longer term traders from (re)entering too close to a significant top (major-3). Yesterday’s completed NYMO-

VIX-SPX buy-signal was correct 😊  

Figure 3. SPXSI still on sell, but turning back up as breadth turned positive today. 

 

 

In conclusion: The S&P500 broke out above the “no-man’s land zone (SPX2419-2440) today, back tested it and 

moved higher. The NYMO-VIX-SPX buy signals got validated today, as well as the A.I. buy signal on the SPX. Except 

for the SPXSI buy/sell indicator, all systems are on a buy. I therefore prefer the Bull vs Bear count (minor-5 vs b-

wave) 80:20. If all goes to plan the S&P500 should now -finally- reach the ideal SPX2485-2500 target zone. First 

target is now ~SPX2452 to ~SPX2462.  
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